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Abstract. The advent and growing sophistication of modern cloud-
native architectures has brought into question the way we design IT
infrastructures. As the architectures become more complex, modeling
helps employees to better understand their environment and decision
makers to better grasp the “big picture”. As the levels of abstraction
multiply, modeling these infrastructures is becoming more difficult. This
leads to incomplete, heterogeneous views difficult to reconcile. In this
article, we present a collaborative approach focused on improving the
accuracy of IT infrastructure modeling through the involvement of all
stakeholders in the process. Our approach, applied in an incremental
manner, is meant to increase confidence, accountability and knowledge of
the infrastructure, by assigning responsibilities early in the process and
leveraging the expertise of each stakeholder. It is suited for both a priori
and a posteriori modeling at a low adoption cost, through adaptation
of existing workflows and model reuse. Building collaborative models in
such a way aims at bridging the gap between different areas of business
expertise. As a result, we believe that our approach allows to perform
analyses and use formal methods on larger scale models and cover wider
technical domains.

Keywords: IT infrastructure modeling · Collaborative infrastructure
design · Heterogeneous models · Multi-viewpoint design · Model federation

1 Introduction

The evolution of IT infrastructures has followed a tendency towards abstraction.
This has enabled the development and deployment of enterprise-wide systems with
greater flexibility and scalability, in order to fulfill a wider variety of needs. These
advances come however at the cost of increased architectural complexity [30].
In some domains such as banking, healthcare and defense, the lifetime of IT
infrastructures can span over decades, combining the old and the new. Modern
cloud-native IT infrastructures are therefore often built upon so-called legacy
systems, with which they need to interact to perform business-critical operations.

Yet, IT infrastructures do not depend exclusively on the proper operation of
hardware and software: the human factor and the good performance of business



processes must be taken into account. This is where Enterprise Modeling comes
into the picture [32], with two major challenges. First, technical infrastructures
tend to be stacked in technical layers (such as hardware, software, network...)
while human organizations tend to be divided in business domains (financial, cloud
operations, support...). These technical layers, however, do not necessarily match
the business ones, and vice versa; this disalignment must be taken into account
in the modeling. Second, all the stakeholders should be included in the modeling
process [33], to properly capture the interactions within the infrastructure and
the related responsibilities. The different stakeholders, however, have different
skill sets, reflected in the use of different tools and a different jargon from other
employees [3], making model alignment process even more complex.

It is important to gather this knowledge around a common model to have
a good overview of IT infrastructures and to conduct analyses covering several
technical and administrative domains. This article proposes a component-oriented
metamodel that takes into account the various perspectives of such infrastructures.
We argue that a complete and correct model is achieved by considering all of
these viewpoints and better integrating the responsibilities of each stakeholder.

To this end, we present the theoretical background of our study in section 2.
Section 3 describes the metamodel we use. In section 4, we propose a collaborative
methodological framework to encode business processes and technical jobs in this
metamodel. We present a case study in section 5 to illustrate our approach by
reasoning on a model. Finally, section 6 concludes this article.

2 Related work

Models convey domain-specific knowledge in a broad range of fields through
abstraction of concepts. From technical to administrative areas, with various
levels of granularity, they are an integral part of today’s businesses [16]. IT
infrastructure modeling combines the concepts of enterprise modeling and IT
models, linked together to provide a complete picture.

2.1 Enterprise modeling

Enterprise modeling has undergone major evolutions since its inception [32].
Models have become “active” [10], to manage the complexity of interactions
across diverse business domains. Combined with formal methods, high-fidelity
models can bring great value to companies adopting them [5]. However, due to
the wide range of professions and tools used within these companies, such models
are complex to produce and discrepancies occur [2].

Standards such as ISO 19439 [12] propose to model enterprises in (at least)
four views (process, information, infrastructure and organization) on three model-
ing levels (requirements, design and implementation). Such a layered approach is
found in many modeling frameworks, among which we can mention RM-ODP [1]
and Archimate [29]. These frameworks provide a high-level way to model enter-
prises and allow to represent the infrastructures on which businesses lie. However,



the large amount of concepts and the lack of precise semantics regarding IT
infrastructures make the frameworks difficult to use in IT domains for people
whose main job is not enterprise modeling [17]. Moreover, the matricial aspects
of their approaches and their division into layers are not always suitable [14].

2.2 IT models

Many languages and representations exist to describe IT infrastructures, from
hardware to software, including networks and processes. A datacenter can be
described by rack diagrams, illustrating the layout of servers and network com-
ponents. A software can be represented using UML diagrams [23], to show its
structure and the different interactions at work, or can be described by its code.
A network topology can be seen as mathematical objects [27,24], described by
switch configurations, or as code in Software-Defined Networking [18]. These areas
also benefit from many contributions from the formal methods communities (e.g.
Alloy [13] to verify specifications or Petri nets [20] to model complex behaviors).

However, most of these frameworks cannot interact with one another. This
limit appears if we ask questions that cross several domains, such as “which
services become non-operational if we unplug this cable?” [21] or “is my business
domain impacted by this router vulnerability?”.

2.3 Collaborative modeling

Domain-specific languages are adapted to their respective domains [6] and can
represent in detail things that holistic frameworks cannot. But these languages are
sometimes not understandable by other parties. It leads to many metamodels [15],
often sharing the same core concepts [4], being used to model enterprises.

The modeling process must come from a need and be undertaken by including
all the professional disciplines concerned. However, due to a lack of modeling
skills, some stakeholders are not able to participate in such a process [25]. Work
in the model federation community [9] (where we maintain links between models
expressed in different metamodels) is a step towards including the expertise of
such stakeholders. Other approaches, such as composition [8] (where we build
a common metamodel to align models) and unification [31] (where we build a
single model) are described in the literature.

3 Our proposal

In this article, we advocate a collaborative approach to IT infrastructure modeling.
In this section, we present our metamodel (represented in figure 1) and detail its
characteristics, before presenting its differentiating aspects.

3.1 Presentation of the metamodel

Our first contribution combines a responsibility-oriented metamodel (though
simpler than what can be found in [7]) and a component-oriented metamodel, all
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Fig. 1: Component-oriented metamodel

within a reflexive unifying metamodel. Our metamodel is divided in three parts:
the actors and their responsibilities (on figure 1a), the components and their
instances (on figure 1c), and the additional links in the metamodel (on figure 1b).

Actors and responsibilities. In our metamodel, responsible entities have
responsibilities over entities and can assume roles. Roles represent generic sets
of responsibilities. They can be used to encode access rights on an information
system or positions in a company’s organizational chart for example. Actors
represent the actual entities which can assume roles and have responsibilities.
They can be used for example to encode users, allowed to access specific servers
because of their positions, or even a whole company, responsible for the proper
functioning of the products it sells. Relationships represent all lines and arrows
in models (and in the metamodel itself).

Components and instances. Our metamodel is focused on components. They
provide services (actions or reactions to events) that can in turn use other
components’ actions through procotols. They can also contain resources, that
may be entities providing services (components, such as a web server) or not
(such as configuration files, web resources, or even the models themselves). Both



resources and events can be the result of an action, so we decided to unify them
under the effect kind. Three layers appear here:

– The Kind layer ( ), representing the core concepts of the metamodel;
– The Type layer ( ), representing “types of” these concepts. For example,

“physical server” is a type of component. To follow the UML notation, a
component type is represented here as :Component.

– The Instance layer ( ), representing “instances of” these concepts and types.
For example, a physical server is an instance of “physical server” and “check
webpage availability” is a service instance. In our work, we have not encoun-
tered the need for service types. An instance of :Component is represented
here as ::Component.

Metamodel links. Every Kind, Type and Instance of the metamodel is an
instance of entity ; it means that responsible entities can have responsibilities
over them. For example, an actor can be responsible for the development of a
software component (on the Type layer) and another can be responsible for its
configuration and deployment (on the Instance layer).

A core feature of our metamodel is that responsible entities can be responsible
of responsibilities themselves. It makes sense in a context of access management
where a person may be responsible for the access right given to another person.
As models can themselves be resources in the metamodel, it is easy to represent
situations like an employee responsible for modeling a particular component. We
think that both characteristics are distinctive features of our approach.

For consistency, responsible entities are also components and their behaviors
can be encoded as services.

3.2 Collaborative modeling

Our second contribution is a collaborative modeling framework using this meta-
model relying on three principles: non-intrusiveness, refinability and correctness.

Non-intrusiveness. Most technical IT domain have their own sets of tools and
representations to convey information and model systems [3]. Two persons in the
same domain can understand one another thanks to this common jargon, but
may struggle to interact with people in areas with which they are not familiar.

Working on small models whose boundaries are clearly defined enables experts
to work collaboratively and still preserve the integrity and coherence of each
model. Furthermore, these experts can take advantage of the most appropriate
tools and techniques for their particular domains. Our metamodel intends to
provide a framework adapted to linking these tools together, rather than replacing
them. By allowing employees to work locally with their peers on models, we avoid
the issues raised by [25] in the first phases of modeling.
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Refinability. To reflect the actual design process of its components, people
involved in infrastructure modeling should be able to gradually refine their models.
This can be done either in a top-down (where one adds details) or bottom-up
(where one abstracts them) approach, or a combination of both, as shown in
figure 2. In this example, a top-down approach would describe what a “service
checker” is, by dividing it into sub-components (Service checker, made of Checker
API and Logger) and then refining their services (check, history...). A bottom-up
approach would be to describe the services wanted for a “service checker” and
combining them into components and super-components providing them.

Iterative conception goes through a succession of incomplete models. When
working on a new piece of software, a common approach consists in letting the
end-users describe their needs and iteratively producing code that meets these
needs [26]. The initial need may be very imprecise and high-level and may require
several refinement steps during the project’s lifespan.

“Holes” in models can also arise from blackbox software or hardware, or even
legacy components whose knowledge has been lost, for example due to employee
turnover. Even though the knowledge of an IT infrastructure is partial, properties
can still be deduced. By allowing imprecision, the benefit is threefold:

– Coherence: instead of making wrong assumptions, modelers can express their
lack of knowledge, limiting the number of inconsistencies between models;

– Reconciliability: employees should not attempt to refine a component they
are not responsible for, simplifying the reconciliation phase and ensuring that
responsibilities are respected;

– “Fail-early”-ness: as properties can be proved early in a project modeling, safety
and security issues can be addressed from the first stages of development.

Correctness. In order to get a detailed view of an IT infrastructure, it is crucial
to involve all its stakeholders in the process. Indeed, the sum of local viewpoints is
not enough to produce an overall model: the reconciliation and the resulting links
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between models are essential. As the literature shows [22], model reconciliation
is a complex task, this is why we advocate to start the collaborative modeling
process as soon as possible.

If the modeling is done according to these principles, model reconciliation
is mainly a matter of refining black boxes in other models and linking them
together, as illustrated in figure 3. Here, we have three points of view, from three
teams. On the left, the organizational structure of a human resources department
is represented. In the middle, we have the design of a web application using a
remote database (not modeled) allowing some HR people (unknown at modeling
time) to manage employees. On the right, there is a simple model of said database.

During model reconciliation, the teams align their vocabularies (Human
resources and HR), specify black boxes (? becomes Personnel administration) and
combine knowledge (10.2.42.1:3306 refers to mysql-02-01). There is no universal
method to solve modeling conflicts, but we think that modeling in incremental
steps avoids solving them on larger models. The reconciliation process itself may
be modeled using our metamodel, by assigning responsibilities to the employees
performing the reconciliation. When a model is updated, it becomes easy to know
who performed the reconciliation and notify them to review whether the change
invalidates their work or not. This idea, which to our knowledge has not been
explored, ensures that the overall model remains correct in the long term.

4 Encoding business processes and technical jobs

Modern IT companies have a combination of business processes, which are more
administrative in nature, and very detailed technical workflows. Choosing a holis-
tic modeling framework that can cover all these aspects in detail seems unrealistic.
A federated approach [11] enables to take advantage of everyone’s skills, while
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achieving a more thorough modeling. Such an approach keeps the metamodels
and models of each stakeholder and proceeds by establishing semantics links
between models. Yet, model interdependencies and inconsistencies can arise and
hinder collaboration, especially when changes are made in one model that affect
other models. As already stated in section 3.2, our framework makes it possible
to detect and react to these changes.

In this section, we propose a methodological framework adaptable to concrete
business processes, to build thorough yet accurate models using our metamodel.

4.1 Component catalogs

Companies usually design their systems by using external components. For
hardware systems, most of them include commercially available off-the-shelf
components sold by other companies. In the software domain, third-party libraries
and packages are an integral part of modern systems.

This decentralized aspect of system design can be applied to infrastructure
modeling: manufacturers can produce models for their systems and users can
integrate these models into their infrastructure models. Such models can be
made available in catalogs available internally within companies and externally
to clients or for public use. The benefit is twofold. First, responsibilities and
knowledge are better distributed: the models are produced by system designers,
not the users. Second, the modeling process is sped up: model reuse, as would
code reuse in software development, allows designers to build systems faster.

The two modeling steps, design and use, are illustrated in figure 4, where a
company’s Server 1 is build from other companies’ Product α and OS 2. One can
then instantiate this Server 1 architecture in their models without redesigning it.

4.2 A posteriori modeling

Understanding the orchestration of a company’s business processes can help
optimize the existing, as well as build the new, in a better controlled way. In the
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banking industry for example, the use of legacy systems imposes technical choices
that cannot be made without a good knowledge of existing architectures. Within
the company’s departments, this knowledge exists in diagrams, source code,
configuration files... which first need to be identified (step 1 of figure 5). This step
comes along with hardware inventories, if needed. Then, the identified elements
are mapped onto our metamodel. Care must be taken to assign responsibilities to
the model entities in the early stages of modeling (who owns which product, who
develops which service, who is in charge of modeling which component...). Step 2 of
figure 5 illustrates this process. In an iterative way, business processes interacting
with the modeled elements must be identified. Agile collaboration frameworks
should be used to implement this process, as they promote collaborative, quick
and iterative changes. This is represented in step 3 of figure 5.

4.3 A priori modeling

Accurate and complete models allow to better evaluate the financial and technical
costs of projects, to optimize infrastructure dimensioning and to create safe and
secure by design systems. Throughout the life of a project, it is important to
ensure that a system does not deviate from its specification, for example due to
a lack of communication, a misunderstanding or an urge to move too quickly.
Verification of expert-defined properties on these models allows to ensure the
conformity of such systems before their realization and helps to select a technical
solution rather than another. For example, in a banking infrastructure, we could
check that only certified personnel can access sensitive cardholder data.



A specification is seen in our approach as a model interface that technical
proposals must implement. This extends the concepts from Object-Oriented
Programming to infrastructure modeling. This concept of model typing is explored
in [28]. Our metamodel ensures the syntactic conformance of the models to the
specification, but the semantic conformance must be verified by domain experts.

5 Case study

To illustrate our approach, let us now consider a fake banking company, called
eBank. eBank provides banking and payment services to consumers and businesses.
One of its flagship product, ePay, acts as a payment processor for companies and
as an instant payment and expense sharing tool for consumers. The employees
of the company want to have a better understanding of its overall processes
and decided to use our approach to this end. In this section, we first make an
inventory of the company’s models. Then, we link these models together into our
metamodel. Finally, we use the resulting big picture for a cross-model case study.

5.1 Heterogeneous models...

The company decided to start its modeling by focusing on ePay’s environment,
namely the company’s organizational structure, the business processes around
the product and the technical architecture. Each department uses domain-specific
modeling tools, leading to different views of the overall infrastructure.

Organizational structure. eBank is structured in two directions: Technical
and Administrative, each subdivided into structures, divided themselves into
departments. An organizational chart of the company is given in figure 6.

Business processes. The company’s activities are guided by various business
processes. For the sake of brevity, we consider here only the equipment purchase
process, represented in figure 7.
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Fig. 6: eBank’s organizational structure
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eBank has been using a task management solution for many years to track
how many person-hours are needed for which projects. The solution is also used
to know who is working on what at a given time. By reusing this software’s
database, employees created a catalog of common company tasks to predict their
durations and help project planning. This catalog ranges from technical tasks,
for example “commission a server”, to administrative ones, for example “open a
position”. These two tasks are represented in figure 8.

Lastly, all financial transactions are managed by the finance department.

Technical architecture. eBank manages a datacenter hosting the hardware
necessary for its activities. Some services are hosted on dedicated machines and
others are on an internal cloud infrastructure. Due to time constraints, ePay has
not been migrated to a modern cloud infrastructure yet. The service follows an
active/passive architecture, where only one node operates at a time.

To check the proper functioning of its services in real time, the company has a
monitoring infrastructure that measures availability and several key performance

Commission a server
Check electrical reqs.
Elec/HVAC 1 15mn

Install hardware
Hardware 2 30mn

Prepare network
Network 1 15mn

Open a position
Check finance plan
Planning 1 45mn

Publish job offer
Hiring 1 30mn

Interview
Hiring ? ?

Fig. 8: Task catalog
Legend. a

b c d Sub-task (a: title, b: department, c: people, d: duration), End



indicators. For business clients, ePay must process its requests within three
seconds 99.9% of the time and must pay penalties in case of non-compliance.

5.2 ... linked together

After several rounds of modeling, eBank’s employees came up with the represen-
tation shown in figure 9. First, the organizational structure (figure 6) is partially
mapped to the eBank component and its four sub-components representing
structures and departments. The BPMN diagram (figure 7) adds the Hardware
component type, along with the Maintenance and Usage responsibilities that the
Cloud & Software structure and Hardware department have on this Hardware. The
task catalog (figure 8) adds knowledge about the Hiring department and its Hiring
responsibility. The task management solution (Task manager) keeps track of the
time spent on the Usage and Maintenance of the Hardware and on the Hiring
process, highlighting the particular nature of responsibilities in our metamodel.
Finally, the Finance department is responsible for employees’ Wage payment, for
the Invoice payment of Hardware and the company’s Financial obligation regarding
its Payment processing’s SLAs.

5.3 Exploiting the model

The company’s real time monitoring has recently identified slowdowns in ePay on
peak hours. Following our model, we can see that there is a potential impact on
the Finance department because of its Financial obligations. Some employees have
suggested scaling the infrastructure before such slowdowns violate SLAs. One
way to do so is to setup new Physical servers and change the overall architecture
of the services. This new architecture is expected to mobilize part of the Cloud &
Software structure for several months. The Human Resources structure proposes to
either ignore the potential problem or to assign its teams on the scaling project
(by hiring new staff, outsourcing some of the work or reassigning staff without
additional hiring or outsourcing).

In figure 10, we explore our model to trace the paths between the slowdown
and the Finance department, to identify potential financial impacts. To make
its decision, the company has to compare (a) the financial impact if nothing
is done (resulting from the Financial obligation) to (b) the financial impact of
the improved architecture (resulting from Invoice payments and the personnel
cost). The company does not have an outsourcing process, so the analysis of the
Outsource branch, represented by “?” in the figure, cannot be performed. We have
not detailed the Reassign branch because it is outside the scope of this article.
However, its analysis is valuable to the company since the reassignment of staff
would change the time allocated in the Task manager. This would consequently
have indirect impacts on the Finance department (for example, failure to deliver
new features to clients due to a lack of time, leading to increased customer churn).

By calculating the cost of each decision branch, which is partly automatable,
the company can make a decision regarding this particular problem.
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6 Conclusion and future work

In this article, we have presented a collaborative approach for IT infrastructure
modeling. This approach consists of a generic metamodel aimed at linking models
together, a better control of each stakeholder’s responsibilities and methods
inspired by software engineering to guide the modeling process. Our approach
is not intended to replace established methods within companies, but rather to
allow for analyses spanning across multiple models. Through model federation,
we think that business modeling can include more stakeholders, while preserving
the tools and models they are used to working with.

The validation of our approach is still a work in progress. To this end, we
have developed an infrastructure modeling language and its compiler that can
be linked to model checkers such as Z3 [19]. While we have been able to verify
consistency (for example, whether a set of configuration constraints is satisfiable)
and safety properties (for example, whether a system is fault-tolerant) on small
models, we are now focusing on scaling our tool to larger models. An important
step in the validation of our approach is an industrial experiment, covering broad
business domains, that we are currently drafting.
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